Organizations face strong international competition in the global market arena in achieving strategic goals such as high quality of product or service at lower cost while increasing their ability to respond quickly to requirements of the market. These challenges concern strategically designing organizations that can meet global challenges and specialize locally to meet performance constraints. After introducing the concept of organizational functional and structural motifs as small organizational building block, our findings suggest the hypothesis that a strategic organizational design (SOD) approach to meet these challenges involves maximizing the number and diversity of functional motifs, while minimizing the repertoire of structural motifs. By detecting characteristic structural motifs, we provide organizational leaders with specific Lean SOD solutions with which to meet local and global challenges simultaneously. As a matter of application, we show the implementation of such an SOD approach in nine US hospitals that form one large health care holding.
Introduction
Organizations face several strategic challenges in a global market arena such as demand for increasing product or service quality at lower costs with ever increasing agility [1] . Scholars have recently shown how market network structure affects its participants [2] . Under the multicontingency theory framework [3] where organizational structure follows strategy, these challenges act as forces upon organizations that counterreact by shaping their organizational configuration through strategic organizational design (SOD). There are authors [4] showing adopted structures as being positively related to the development of strategic flexibility and driving above-average returns in dynamic environments.
The state-of-the-art SOD theory distinguish two fundamental dimensions when discussing organizational configuration [5] :
(i) product/service/customer oriented with a strong outward orientation,
(ii) functional specialization with a strong inward orientation, dividing the organization by specialized activities.
Depending on the focus, these scholars derivate qualitatively four basic organizational configurations: simple, functional, divisional, and matrix. These scholars however do not provide quantifiable metrics to dynamically steer the SOD process.
Organizational success can be made quantifiable through Lean Management metrics [6] . Lean Management can help the complex SOD process by providing a comprehensive framework that ought to help make SOD executable by means of the Lean Management paradigm.
Lean scholars [7, 8] suggest that in order to follow the Lean paradigm of systematic variability reduction [9] , organizational structure should adapt a cross-functional value stream (VS) and customer oriented configuration [10] . However, with ever-changing functional requirements (see Figure 1 ), the cost of structural reconfiguration might eventually be too high; it may increase the organizational resistance to change and the acceptance to Lean might ultimately sink [11] . The existence of other organizational dimensions within SOD is recognized [12] ; however the authors focus on this paper upon the coexistence of structural and functional organizational dimensions, in order to provide a quantifiable structural and functional SOD frame that allows for a less costly and risky structure-function coexistence within the Lean transformation.
Organizations are complex systems [6] that, from an information exchange perspective [12] , can be considered as networks under the "organizational network" paradigm [13] . A network is a set of objects called nodes or vertices that are connected together. The connections between nodes are called edges or links. In mathematics, networks are often termed graphs. Partitions of these graphs are referred to as subgraphs. One can formally define a graph as = ( , ), consisting of a set of nodes and a set of edges, which are ordered if the graph is directed. In this paper graphs are considered directed to indicate that information flows from one node to another. The diameter of a network is defined as the average distance between any two sites on the graph. The scaling of such diameter with the network size is highly relevant to phenomena such as diffusion, conduction, and transport, in this case of information, throughout the organizational network [14] .
A network that presents long range global connections between highly connected nodes or hubs while presenting highly modular cluster configurations is called small world (SW) network [15] . Such networks present a high clustering coefficient (CC) and a small average path length (APL) which account for the topological properties already mentioned: a high CC means that the network tends to form clusters of highly dense connectivity, this serves for local efficient cliques, a small APL accounts for a small number of steps to connect distant agents, and this property helps gain global effectiveness and robustness to the overall network. The diameter of a SW network scales with the network size as ≈ ln( ) [14] .
As its main contribution, this paper will propose Lean SOD. The latter is an organizational, structural, and functional model that helps in the development of a strategy to enable achievement of the Lean imperative and provides leaders with quantifiable metrics for its management. This will arise from the analysis of interactions at various levels of the organization that are considered to constitute a multiagent system that is represented as a network. Designing multiagent systems that can exhibit coherent group behavior based on a small number of simple rules is a very challenging problem [16, 17] .
The adopted network representation of organizations will make analyzing specific patterns (structural building blocks or "motifs") possible [18] . Cutting edge state of the art in disciplines such as neuroscience [19, 20] , biology [21] , or industrial management [22] makes use of motifs to explain macroscopic characteristics of complex system's configuration.
The structure for the paper hereinafter continues with four phases: main contribution, management implications, case study, discussion, and conclusion. The contribution follows a clear roadmap: firstly structural and functional networks within organizations are defined. Secondly, few structural motifs that ought to provide organizational leaders with concrete Lean SOD solutions for achieving organizational challenges are characterized. Thirdly, several management implications of the author's findings are enunciated. Afterwards, the effects of the implementation of such an Lean SOD approach are shown in a case study performed within 9 US hospitals that form a health care corporation. Finally, the last section presents the conclusions from the research and its limitations and encourage further research in the field. By this approach, Lean SOD helps to merge Lean's executive level and SOD's great complexity.
The Lean SOD
A model that explains the design factors that impact organizational performance is presented in Figure 1 . What is commonly understood about an organization is largely related to its performance. In turn, this is mainly the result of the interaction of different organizational designs, which depend on the specific inputs (resources and technology). When the organization faces significant changes, including changes in at design factors or potential changes in inputs, it will rebalance the relationships between those design factors and promote different common understandings. (This was previously known as organizational reconfiguration or restructuration.) The changes may impact the organization's strategy. This would affect its structure and practices.
In many cases, changes have a local impact (e.g., on a department, unit, or production facility). In some other situations, they have a global impact on the organization, as their pursuit of performance rise. Performance has three main dimensions, efficiency, effectiveness, and differentiation, and is directly related to the organization's business model. A business model is an expression of the logic behind the organization's creation and delivery of value. Implementation of a business model requires that top managers go beyond merely choosing the boundaries of the firm. They must articulate a vision, establish a culture, and create flexible organizational structures and incentives that support the desired organizational identity. A change in the design of an organization may lead to the recognition of new opportunities.
The existing literature enabled the links between organization design factors and competences to be identified. Therefore, the ability to successfully pursue new opportunities, while maintaining the existing business, was highlighted by [23] . Also, a specific organizational form that a multinational enterprise adopted influences the extent to which it can recombine and leverage knowledge gained across the enterprise [24] . In this particular perspective, networkoriented organizational representations enable relationships that transcend organizational boundaries, physical barriers, or hierarchical levels and can provide unique information and diverse perspectives to individuals who complete tasks in order to support a business model.
The literature also appears to suggest two different interpretations of the network organization. One interpretation is that of the organic organization. It is designed to handle tasks and to cope with environments that demand flexibility and adaptability. The other interpretation is that of a small central organization that relies on other organizations to conduct some of its business functions. The network organization can be viewed as a cluster of firms or specialized units that are governed by market mechanisms, instead of a strict chain of command. In order to handle organizational performance, a representation of the organization as the organic network is adopted in which formal communication/information relationships (links) among process owners (POs), who are denoted as nodes, are represented.
Although links between design factors and the business model have been identified, there is no information of how to enable dynamic reconfiguration of the structure to enact improvements in the business model leading to improvements in performance. This is particularly relevant, as dynamic capabilities are foundational to a business model. Organizational design also influences dynamic capabilities, such as the extent to which the organization can recognize factors that may require a change in the business model itself. Therefore, as can be expected, top managers become concerned with how to operationalize such relationships. The intrinsic value of this is evident, but no specific solutions have been provided previously. This paper proposes the Lean SOD mode for this purpose. It combines the following:
(a) The SOD framework that is provided in Figure 1 . (b) The Lean Management principles that enable organizations to "align value creation activities to the VS" [10] . KPIs [25] .
In addition, the commitment of the POs will provide an automatic metric of the intrinsic capability of the existing configuration of design factors to improve the organization's performance. The remaining challenge is to determine the suitability of the organization to attain stability (Lean SOD configuration) in view of its dynamic evolvement.
Stability in performance requires a balance between local efficiency and global effectiveness. This is recognized as being essential for organizations [26] . SW structural organizational configuration allows for both advantages simultaneously. SW-ness is desirable in organizational networks in terms of SOD because this design characteristic allows for long range global connections between highly connected locally specialized clusters.
Under the information exchange paradigm in a complex system such as the brain, the CC measures "the efficiency of the local information transmission of every node" [27] . Similarly, in the brain a short APL "high global efficiency compared with the maximum efficiency of a random graph" [20] . It is therefore extrapolated that under the information exchange organizational paradigm a high CC increases local specialization hence fostering higher quality at lower cost and a short APL counts for an increased standardization speed and best practice sharing which potentially increases speed to market.
In line with [28] , we emphasize the importance of patterning to produce topologies in organizations. The paper seeks to gain an understanding of SOD rules by investigating the organization's composition from smaller building blocks called "motifs." This will enable an assessment to be made of the configuration's suitability. The findings show that a large number of functional motifs are desirable in order to achieve organizational flexible and dynamic processing and that a small number of structural motifs ought to reduce SOD cost by promoting efficient encoding and assembly.
By proposing fundamental structural motifs, Lean SOD approach could avoid organizational leaders enormous change management costs due to reduced reconfiguration needs [11] . Furthermore, scholars [29] have shown that configuring networks for a small number of structural motifs and a high number of functional motifs simultaneously derives in SW structural configurations. Therefore, in addition to introducing the Lean SOD model, this paper characterizes the structural motifs that provide organizational leaders with clear structural building blocks to implement Lean SOD and attain SW-ness in the organizational configuration.
Lean Structural and Functional Networks.
The most fundamental distinction between structural connectivity as physical "wiring diagram" and functional connectivity as web of "dynamic interactions" is borrowed from neuroscience [30] and adapted to the organizational SOD context. The physical information exchange wiring diagram that guides behavior is defined by how success is measured through KPIs at an organizational and individual level through VS performance indicators. The dynamic interaction between organizational agents is defined by their actions upon the VS. Therefore the two definitions of structural and functional networks, depicted in Figure 2 , follow:
(i) We define Lean Structural Networks (LSN) as a set of nodes formed by process owners (POs) and edges formed by the KPI in the check phase of an interprocess communication standard (CPD)nA as described in [31] connecting the PO (CPD)nA Sender (Source) and the PO (CPD)nA Receiver (Sink). LSN are hence per definition directed networks.
(ii) We define Lean Functional Networks (LFNs) as a set of nodes formed by POs and edges formed by the actions defined in the DO phase of the (CPD)nA connecting the PO responsible for the action (Source) and the PO (CPD)nA Sender (Sink).
These definitions have several SOD implications:
(1) Because there is a one-on-one relationship between (CPD)nA and the structural edge (KPI), and this relationship does not exist between (CPD)nA and the functional edge (action), it implies that the LSN provides the substrate for LFN to exist. Therefore we focus on LSN when designing for SW-ness.
(2) It implies that the organizational goal-achievement system is embedded within the LSN. The reason for this is the nature of the LSN edges (the KPIs).
(3) It implies that the proper dimensioning of goals and reward systems lies within a balanced and "perceived as fair" LSN configuration and that this will impact organizational "tension" or organizational climate [12] .
Once LSN and LFN have been defined, we aim to characterize organizational functional and structural motifs and identify core organizational structural motifs in order to provide organizational leaders with clear building blocks so as to perform Lean SOD.
Structural and Functional Network Motifs.
Network theory applies to many types of networks. Networks that involve nontrivial topological features are designed as complex networks [20, 32] . Most social and biological networks display such features, with patterns of connection between their elements that are not purely regular or purely random. Another aspect to consider is network dynamics, which usually evolve over time [33] . This includes complex technological networks, as depicted in [34] . They promote characterization of nonlinear behavior in two phase flows or the study of chaotic attractors. This facilitates the derivation of complex dynamic networks from time series, as they can embed different dynamics inside. This means that different topological properties can be derived. In those cases, the study of nontrivial patterns in the proposed network representations enables relationships to be established between the topological properties and pattern frequencies.
Network motifs were originally introduced to denote "patterns of interconnections that occur in complex networks at numbers that are significantly higher than those in randomized networks" [18] . Separating complex networks into a number of clusters helps to reveal specific, local properties [35] . Network motif, as another concept describing local properties of a network, is defined as a small connected subgraph that appears frequently and uniquely in a network. The size of a motif is given by the number of nodes it comprehends. Time evolution is reported in the literature to have returned to the same motifs again and again. This may be because they are the simplest and most robust circuits to perform these information-processing functions. This is the Mathematical Problems in Engineering exact the assumption that is behind the methodology that is proposed in this paper.
Following Sporns and Koetter's argumentation [29] our contribution will differentiate structural and functional network motifs: (ii) Organizational functional motifs (OFM) are the building blocks of LFNs and consist of a subgraph of LFNs of size NF.
Implementing Lean SOD through OSM Characterization.
One of the main advantages of Lean SOD is that it reduces structural reconfiguration costs towards strategic goals while keeping organizational functionality flexible. This is achieved by reducing the number of OSM while simultaneously increasing the number of OFM. Therefore, we propose certain OSM that support VS oriented SW configuration and suggest they have certain structural characteristics:
(1) The nodes in the OSM form a chain of feedforward interconnections along the VSs where the majority of nodes are highly integrated with their neighbours forming VS oriented clusters.
(2) In order to achieve SW-ness some nodes must have sparse long range connectivity. Therefore, we propose that the connections linking the end of the motifs are sparse and remain hence segregated while presenting long range connections with other clusters.
The combination of these two characteristics allow for a VS oriented SW and will derive in a Lean SOD configuration.
Reference [36] provides a motif taxonomy for = 3 and = 4. Under this taxonomy and considering previous characteristics, the most frequent structural Lean SOD motifs are represented in Figure 3 .
As a result of this argumentation we propose three Lean SOD propositions and discuss their management implications. The role of this proposition is to maintain structural configuration oriented towards the VS at a reduced cost by focusing solely on designing structural motifs with certain configurations.
Lean SOD Discussion and Management Implications

Proposition 2. Functional flexibility increases maximizing the number of functional motifs. Therefore, one suggests that managers could complexify the organizational functional connectivity by allowing for a cross-functional diversification of functional motifs.
This proposition aims to increase the number of functional motifs within the structural substrate and this will allow for an increased computational and performance agility. This is in line with Ashby's "law of requisite variety" [37] as the variety of interactions in the stakeholder environment must increase with increasing environmental complexity.
The role of this proposition is to allow process owners to become more interconnected and therefore learn faster and with more flexibly. This is achieved because the organization is allowed to perform Lean actions across organizational divisions for instance.
Proposition 3. Lean SOD structural SW configuration is achieved when
≈ ln( ). As shown by [29] , structural SW-ness can be attained by implementing Propositions 1 and 2. Therefore, one suggests that managers steer the organizational structural configuration towards this mathematical equality by implementing Propositions 1 and 2.
The role of this proposition is to make Lean SOD quantifiable. This is necessary in order to implement and execute this Lean SOD strategy.
Case Study
In order to illustrate implementation of the Lean SOD method in an organization, a complete LFN and LSN of nine hospitals comprising a US health care corporation within one entrepreneurial group have been mapped in this case study. The case study also includes the corporate headquarter.
Following the recommendations of [38] , we follow a clear case study roadmap. This roadmap has several phases: (1) scope establishment, (2) specification of population and sampling, (3) data collection, (4) data analysis, and (5) case closure.
Scope Establishment.
We aim to study topological characteristics such as number and type of OSM and OFM as well as SW-ness of the selected organization. This study does not represent the dynamic evolution of the LSN and LFN but intends to represent the structural and functional characteristics of a given state and the consequences that can be derived from it.
The networks that model the health care holding under study are based on the paradigm of formal communication among various managers who follow the Lean concept and represent VS that are driven by interesting KPIs and their improvement as the fuel for the system (CPDnA, as described in [31] ). The organization has 171 managers who are employed in nine hospitals in various states in the US and a corporate headquarters. These managers represent the nodes of the LSN and LFN being studied. The edges of the LSN are the KPIs that the managers report to each other and the edges of the LFN are the actions that are taken by the managers to serve certain processes. The LSN presents 346 edges and the LFN presents 975 edges at the moment of study. This means that the organization still has a huge potential for growth.
Data Collection. The health care holding implements (CPD)nA as described in [31] for two years in the moment of the data collection.
Due to the ratio of edges to nodes in both LSN and LFN, following the criteria given by [22] , it can be ensured that the motif configuration of the LSN and LFN presented in this case can be considered mature for analysis, no matter the networks are still evolving. This means that the motif configuration has surpassed the initial growth evolutional phase and can be considered consistent.
In this context, a typical structural motif of = 3 represents three process owners connected by two (CPD)nA connections. This means that two of the process owners report (CPD)nA to another one of the process owners. For instance, in the example, two nurses report to a cardiologist on a certain (CPD)nA of a patient that has been recently operated on. This connection is cyclical and the two nurses are structurally linked with the doctor. A typical functional motif of = 3 represents three process owners connected by two actions performed in the DO phase of existing (CPD)nAs. This means that two of the process owners execute some action for the other two. For instance, in the example, the analytic laboratory department performs certain analyses for two doctors and report these actions to these two doctors. This connection is punctual and the technician responsible for the laboratory is linked functionally with the two doctors.
The LSN and LFN were mapped by analyzing an internal database where all (CPD)nA were stored. In order to avoid volatility in the data, this research only considered relevant connections in the LSN and LFN that endured for more than two months in the LSN and more than two weeks in the LFN. As shown in Figure 6 , while the diversity of OSM has remained low, the frequency of appearance of OFM is very much distributed (see Figure 6) . By maximizing the number of functional motifs, the organization facilitated cross-functional diversification of knowledge and greater computing performance, in accordance with Proposition 2.
Following [29] if Propositions 1 and 2 are fulfilled, the authors expect an organizational structural network with SW characteristics. This is confirmed by the empirical data as ≈ ln( ) with an -squared attachment of 0.977 for the structural networks of all hospitals and for the full network as shown in Figure 7 . This confirms Proposition 3 because the organizations resulting from following Propositions 1 and 2 fulfill Lean SOD's Proposition 3 as well.
Case Study Closure. The case study has shown how, by reducing frequency of OSM and simultaneously increasing frequency of OFM, the configuration of LSN presents SW characteristics. This has potentially several benefits for organizational performance. By designing organizations with a wide range of functional motifs Lean SOD allows for high computational agility.
Conclusions and Further Research
This paper extends the published research by providing an operationalized way to link strategic organizational design to operational activities. It does in this way the Lean paradigm (the Lean SOD method). Indeed, it shows that motifs can provide a theoretical framework to bridge the communication gap between elementary components and macro properties of networks. (The organizational behavior of networks is revealed by the combination of individual motifs used in the transmission and transformation of information.)
Through the formulation of three management propositions, a novel way to link structural and functional motif configuration with potentially beneficial macro network properties such as SW-ness has been proposed.
Organizational motifs and their presented properties represent a configuration set that ought to provide organizational leaders with useful structural and functional Lean SOD characteristics that are expected to reduce organizational design related costs while increasing organizational performance. This will be aided by the strong relationships between organizational design factors and operational KPI values. Empowerment will be fostered throughout the entire system because of the intrinsic properties of CPDnA. All of those effects appear in a case study that involves several production units in different geographic locations.
Further research ought to expand this view by proposing Lean SOD integrating such motifs in effective dynamic ways that support organizational alignment of all organizational Mathematical Problems in Engineering 9 constituents. It is anticipated that the more complex network metrics as clustering coefficient entropy in this new research orientation will aid the analysis of the derived networks. The immediate effect of such a study will be the realization of the benefits of the Lean SOD method in performance and the assessment of the relationship between performance increases and network small worldness property.
